Schedule Number: n1-134-90-001

All items in this schedule are inactive. Items are either obsolete or have been superseded by newer NARA approved records schedules.

Description:

This schedule provided for one-time transfer of permanent records. It is assumed the records were transferred to NARA upon approval of the schedule in 1990.

Date Reported: 4/8/2021
REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY
(See Instructions on reverse)

| TO: GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION |
| NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC 20408 |

| JOB NO. | NL-134-90-1 |
| DATE RECEIVED | 6-12-90 |

NOTIFICATION TO AGENCY
In accordance with the provisions of 44 U.S.C. 3303a, the disposal request, including amendments, is approved except for items that may be marked "disposition not approved" or "withdrawn" in column 10. If no records are proposed for disposal, the signature of the Archivist is not required.

1. FROM (Agency or establishment)
   Interstate Commerce Commission

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION
   Bureau of Accounts

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION
   Financial Analysis Section

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER
   Melvin Barnett

5. TELEPHONE EXT.
   275-6770

6. CERTIFICATE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE
   I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposal of the agency's records; that the records proposed for disposal in this Request of ________ page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, is attached.

   A. GAO concurrence: □ is attached; or □ is unnecessary.
   B. DATE | 6-12-90 |
   C. SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE | Edward C. Fernandes |
   D. TITLE | Chief, Public Records Section |

7. ITEM NO. | 115-108 |

8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM
   PERMANENTLY VALUABLE RECORDS OF THE OLD BUREAU OF VALUATION STORED IN THE WNRC AND DOCUMENTATION IN THE ICC BUILDING DIRECTLY RELATED TO THOSE RECORDS

The Bureau of Valuations was the unit of the Interstate Commerce Commission directly responsible for the valuation of the railroads of the United States. The records covered by this job provide detailed documentation pertaining to railroads from their beginning until the 1960s.

Some of the records of the Old Bureau of Valuation that are stored in the Washington National Records Center do not have sufficient value to justify their permanent preservation in the National Archives. These disposable records are covered by Job No. N1-134-90-2. References to records covered by that job appear in this job. The segregation of the WNRC records of the old Bureau of Valuation into a job covering permanent records and a job covering disposable records allows the immediate accessioning into the National Archives of the valuation records having enduring value.

9. GRS OR SUPERSEDED JOB CITATION | N1-134-90-1 |

10. ACTION TAKEN (NARS USE ONLY)
A SCHEDULE OF PERMANENTLY VALUABLE RECORDS
CREATED BY THE BUREAU OF VALUATION

I. Series Consisting Entirely or Almost Entirely of Valuation Records Pertaining to Railroads

A. Records Pertaining to the Basic Valuation

1. Engineering Records

   a. Engineering Field Notes of ICC Parties Surveying the Physical Property of Railroads
      
      58A-329, all containers
      58A-434, all containers
      58A-473, all containers
      58A-485, all containers
      58A-820, all containers

      Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
      Estimated accumulation 2469 cubic feet

   b. Data Pertaining to Grading of Railroads in the Eastern District

   c. Final Engineering Reports Showing Cost Of Reproduction of Carrier Property
      63A-837, all containers
      134-75A-29, bundles 187-346

      Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
      Estimated accumulation 262 cubic feet

   d. Background Data to Engineering Reports
      (1) Working papers to reports on specific valuation sections of railroads
      63A-836, bundles 164-1176
(a) Working Papers for Railroads for which there are no known extant Final Engineering Reports

Alabama & Mississippi Railroad Company in bundle 165

Central Railroad Company of Pennsylvania in bundle 305

Cooper's Point and Philadelphia Ferry in bundle 472

Duluth & Northern Minnesota Railway Company in bundle 503

Georgia Granite Railroad in bundle 561

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago Railway Company in bundle 637

Lawrenceville Branch Railroad Company in bundle 659

Morgan Run Railroad Company in bundle 774

Nevada Short Line Railway Company in bundle 782

Oil Fields Short Line Railroad Company in bundle 889

Statenville Railway Company in bundle 1084
Disposition:
Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation one cubic foot

(b) All other records
N1-134-90-2-IAd(1)(b)

(2) Background data relating to specific accounts
(a) Communication lines, signals, and interlockers
N1-134-90-2-IAd(2)(a)

(b) Machinery and equipment (including rolling stock)
63A-836, bundles 74-124
Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation 75 cubic feet

2. Land Records

a. Detailed Maps Submitted by Railroads

✓ 62A-734, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation 1168 cubic feet

b. Data Submitted by Railroads Pertaining to the Acquisition of and Leasing of Land

(1) Land acquisition schedules as well as some schedules relating to machinery and equipment
58A-370, all containers  
62A-738, all containers  
62A-1294, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 721 cubic feet

(2) Grant Schedules

62A-721, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 23 cubic feet

(3) Leasing Schedules

62A-720, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 13 cubic feet

c. Land Field Notes of ICC Appraisers Relating to the Current Value of Real Estate Owned by Railroads.

62A-708, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 298 cubic feet

d. Final Land Reports Showing Value of Land Owned or Used by Common Carriers

62A-736, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation 126 cubic feet

3. Accounting Records

a. Statements Compiled by Railroad Employees Relating to the History of the Corporation which Employed Them

63A-1033, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 24 cubic feet

b. Accounting Schedules, Related Documentation, and Narrative Reports Compiled by ICC Employees that Pertain to the Financial Histories of Railroads

58A-328, all containers

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 1080 cubic feet

B. Records Pertaining to both Basic and Subsequent Valuation

C. Records Pertaining to Subsequent Updating of Basic Valuation

1 Engineering Records

a. Periodic Reports which Update Final Engineering Report

59A-687, all containers
63A-835, all containers
64A-1095, all containers
67A-1676, all containers
134-75A-29, bundles 68-141 and boxes 142-157
(The records in these bundles and boxes are a
mixture of periodic reports updating the final engineering report and periodic reports updating the final land report)

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 3411 cubic feet

b. Generic Cost Data

2. Land Records
   a. Detailed Maps Submitted by Railroads
   N1-134-90-2-IC2a
   b. Periodic Reports Updating Final Land Reports

62A-731, all containers (A minority of the binders that are in the containers in accession 134-75A-29 that are listed as being in series IC1a contain periodic reports pertaining to land)

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately

Estimated accumulation 239 cubic feet

3. Forms Compiled by ICC Employees Recording the Operating Expenses for Railroads as Shown in Periodic Reports
   N1-134-90-2-IC3

4. Auxiliary Records Pertaining to Bringing Valuation to Date
   N1-134-90-2-IC4

5. Railroad Inspection Reports Compiled by ICC Representatives
63A-950, boxes 1-5

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation 5 cubic feet

II. Series Consisting Entirely or Almost Entirely of Valuation Records Pertaining to Pipelines

III. Working Papers and Reports of Bureau of Valuation That Are Generally Not Related to the Valuations of Railroads or Pipelines

IV. Related Records

A. Accession Folders to WNRC Accessions which Usually Contain Lists Indicating the Contents of Containers in an WNRC Accession. Contents Usually Pertain to a Specific Carrier and Often to a Specific Geographical Location.

1. To Accessions Scheduled as Permanent in whole or in part by this Job

58A-328 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
58A-329 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
58A-370 accession folder
58A-434 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
58A-473 accession folder
58A-485 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
58A-820 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
59A-687 accession folder
62A-708 accession folder
62A-720 accession folder
62A-721 accession folder
62A-731 accession folder
62A-734 accession folder
62A-736 accession folder
62A-738 accession folder
62A-1294 accession folder
63A-835 accession folder
63A-836 accession folder
Schedule of Permanent Valuation Records

63A- 837 accession folder
63A- 950 accession folder
63A-1033 accession folder
64A-1095 accession folder
67A-1676 accession folder and WNRC accessioning papers
134-75A- 29 accession folder

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation two linear feet

2. To Accessions Scheduled as Entirely Disposable or Disposal Not Authorized by Job
   N1-134-80-2

3. To Non-Extant Accession Containing Field Notes, Final Engineering Reports, and Subsequent Updating Reports Pertaining to Abandoned Railroads
   59A- 31
   59A-277

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation one linear inch

4. To Other Non-extant Accessions

B. Volumes of Maps from Engineering Final Reports

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation six linear inches

C. Notebook Binder Containing the Valuation Orders Issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission

Disposition: Permanent, accession immediately
Estimated accumulation two linear inches
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